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TOPIC - Food & Feeding Habits of Animals  

  

A. Fill in the blanks –  

a) All animals need protection and ___________.  

b) The trunk of elephant helps it to eat and __________.  

c) Animals like cats and dogs lap milk or water with their ______.  

d) Domestic animals do a lot of ________for us.  

e) Humans are also___________.   

f) The _________ of an animal is suited to the type of food it eats. B. Give 

two examples of each.  

a) Domestic animals    _____________   , ____________.  

b) Carnivores        _____________, _____________.  

c) Herbivores       _____________, _____________.  

d) Omnivores       _____________, _____________.  

e) Animals that swallow   their 

food whole  

_____________ , _____________.  

  

C. Read the clues and unscramble the letters to get the names of these animals:  

1. It has a long sticky tongue              OGRF                         ______________  

  

2. It swallows soil                                  RETWHAOMR         _______________  

  

3. It sucks blood                                    USOMQTIO              _______________  

  

4. It carries load for us                         NODKYE                   ________________  

  

  

D. Fill in the blanks:  

 



1. Animals need _____________ to grow.  

2. An elephant takes the help of its ____________ to eat and drink. 3. Soil contains 

parts of dead ____________ and animals  

4. A butterfly sucks ______________ from flowers.  

  

E. Match the animal with the type of teeth it has :  

1. Tiger                                           a.) very sharp front teeth  

  

2. Squirrel                                      b.) Sharp , pointed and curved front teeth  

  

3. Cow                                           c.) biting front teeth  

F. Answer these questions:  

1. All animals depend on plants for their food. How?  

2. Name different types of food that omnivores get from animals.   

3. Why do animals like cows and goats need to be fed on grass and oilseeds? 4) How 

does an earthworm have its food?  

     



Answer key  

A  

a) care  

b) drink  

c) tongue  

d) work  

e) omnivores  

h) mouth  

B  

a) horse, camel  

b) lion, tiger  

c) cow, giraffe  

d) bear, crow  

e) snake, frog  

C  

1) frog  

2) earthworm  

3) mosquito  

4) donkey  

D)  

1) Food  

2) Trunk  

3) Plants  

4)  Nectar  

E)  

1) ________  b  

2) ________  a  

3) ________  c  

 

 



F)  

1) Some animals eat plants. Some animals eat plant eating animals. Some animal eat 

both plant and animals. Thus all animals depend on plants for their food.  

2) Omnivores get food from animals in the form of milk, eggs fish and meat.  

3) Animals like cows buffalos and goats give us milk. They need milk producing food. 

So they should be feed on grass and oil seeds  

4) An earthworm swallows soil which has parts of dead plants and animals in it.  

  


